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WELCOME to the Egmont New Titles Catalogue for 2018

A big thank you to all our partners for working with Egmont to fulfil our mission to make every child a proud reader. We’ve had a fantastic 2017, with successes across all genres, including the ever popular Mr. Men and Little Miss, My Little Pony - a newcomer to the Egmont stable, The Magic Misfits from Neil Patrick Harris, plus the classic The One Hundred and One Dalmatians, adapted by Peter Bently and illustrated by Steven Lenton, to name but a few.

The 2018 portfolio has something for all 14 million adults that buy children’s books annually. It is broad, inclusive, commercial and carefully curated to ensure all gift buyers, books buyers and readers are catered for.

Fiction

The YA market has witnessed growth in a challenging climate (+0.1% to £22 million value YTD*), and to capitalise on this, Egmont is proud to introduce some fantastic new titles that tap into the most popular YA trends. We’re thrilled to be releasing The Exact Opposite of Okay (page 33), a hilarious yet thought-provoking comedy from Laura Dean about female empowerment, which has already garnered rave early reviews. We also have Restore Me, from best-selling U.S. author Tahereh Mafi (page 47), along with her backlist title Shatter Me, being published in the UK for the first time. The series has been described as ‘X-Men meets The Hundredyard’s Tale’ (who would dare miss it?). The Jane Doe Chronicles (page 65) is a phenomenon new action-adventure (think Northern Lights meets Stranger Things), a truly memorable launch for upper middle-grade readers. In the Mouth of The Wolf from Michael Morpurgo is a jewel in the fiction crown, and following a stellar debut launch, the second instalment of Amelia Fang and the Unicorn Lords is bang on trend, featuring vampires and unicorns (page 38).

Brands and Licensing

Egmont re-defined gaming publishing with the official Minecraft Hardbacks and in 2018 we will launch the phenomenon that is Roblox (page 6). This monster sized gaming brand has over 56 Million monthly players and 335 million game sign-ups since inception. We will also continue to feed the insatiable appetite of Minecraft fans, with new guides throughout the year and the excitement of Star Wars will continue into 2018 beyond Star Wars: The Last Jedi (page 6). At the younger end, there are more exciting new titles planned for our evergreen classics, Mr. Men and Little Miss, Winnie-the-Pooh and My Little Pony - a newcomer to the Egmont stable. The Magic Misfits from Neil Patrick Harris, plus the classic The One Hundred and One Dalmatians, adapted by Peter Bently and illustrated by Steven Lenton, to name but a few.

Children’s non-fiction is in growth (+6.5% to £30 million value YTD*) and Egmont continues to invest in high quality and innovative titles like Lifesize by Sophie Henn (page 70), a must-have read for any parent with preschoolers, which takes a closer look at the size of animals. Plus Atlas of Football is perfectly timed for the sports event of the year - The World Cup.

Finally, from Julia Donaldson we have the first Spinderella book and plush set and a Night Monkey, Day Monkey book and magnet set (pages 74 & 75), the perfect gift for any young child.

We wish you all a very successful trading year with our titles. If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact your Sales Account Manager or drop me a line at igilmore@euk.egmont.com

*Source: Nielsen BookScan TCM to 28th October 2017
DID YOU KNOW?

MAGAZINES

- Egmont is the No. 1 children’s magazine publisher in the UK for pre-school, primary boys and girls and pre-teens. We have over 20 magazines, selling over 1 million copies a month, and are the home of big brands including Thomas the Tank Engine, Disney, Barbie, Star Wars, Paw Patrol, Toxic and Go Girl.

ETHICAL PUBLISHING

- Egmont Publishing uses paper from sustainable sources, and our high safety standards guarantee that our products are always safe for young people. We only work with suppliers who conform to our strict ethical code of conduct.

CONSUMER INSIGHT

- Our consumer insight research programme puts children, and their parents, at the heart of our publishing. Through a range of exciting studies we focus on truly understanding children’s development and what engages, excites and motivates them to read.
- We are particularly interested in children’s reading for pleasure, and in appreciating why it thrives in some families while in others it struggles. We investigate the impact of the digital world, family life, school and learning to read, to understand how these can all help (as well as hinder) children’s reading for pleasure.
- Our insights are fed into our strategy, publishing, sales and marketing, with the goal of inspiring all children to read. We aim to offer something for every type of reader from the reluctant to the occasional to the eager, to help all children become proud readers.
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BRANDS & LICENSING
A curated collection of the best adventure games on the Roblox platform. From the mega-popular to the hidden gems, there’s something new for every player to discover.

Join in the adventure in this action-packed junior novel based on the new movie.

Bring all of the action from Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom into your home with this mega sticker book. Includes scenes to complete, puzzles to solve and over 100 stickers.

Get creative with this amazing construction book - complete the puzzles and activities in the book, then use the press-out pieces to create a cool construction based on a popular Roblox game.

Read the awesome facts about the dinosaurs from the new movie, Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom, then press out the pieces to build your own model of the raptor, Blue.

Customise your avatar for a variety of different scenarios in this exciting sticker book, which spans the breadth of genres on the Roblox platform.

A curated collection of the best adventure games on the Roblox platform. From the mega-popular to the hidden gems, there’s something new for every player to discover.

Get creative with this amazing construction book - complete the puzzles and activities in the book, then use the press-out pieces to create a cool construction based on a popular Roblox game.

Find out more about your favourite Roblox characters in this exciting character encyclopedia, which is packaged with an exclusive Roblox toy.
BECOME A MINECRAFT MASTER WITH THESE ESSENTIAL AND STYLISH HARDBACK GUIDES. WITH TIPS FROM THE MOJANG TEAM, THESE ARE THE OFFICIAL DEFINITIVE GUIDES FOR MINECRAFT FANS.

MINECRAFT GUIDE TO FARMING
- September
- 9781405290104 / Hb
- £9.99
- 8yrs+ / 80pp / 210 x 148 mm

Learn all about every aspect of farming in Minecraft, from basic crop farming to setting up mob grinder farms. With the help of this guide you’ll be completely self-sufficient in no time.

Also available in the series:

MINECRAFT GUIDE TO ENCHANTMENTS AND POTIONs
- May
- 9781405288958 / Hb
- £9.99
- 8yrs+ / 80pp / 210 x 148 mm

The official Minecraft Guide to Enchantments and Potions will help you stay alive. You’ll learn how to enchant your tools, weapons and armour and discover how to brew all manner of potions. You’ll also learn how to build a magical base where you can put your newfound skills to good use.

The official Minecraft Guide to PVP Minigames is full of inspiring minigames for you to rebuild in your own world. Whether you prefer non-PVP combat games like arrow golf and elytra ace or games that let you battle other players like spleef and sky wars, there’s something for everyone.

MINECRAFT GUIDE TO REDSTONE CIRCUITS
- September
- 9781405290098 / Hb
- £9.99
- 8yrs+ / 80pp / 210 x 148 mm

Expand your knowledge of redstone with this guide to redstone circuitry, featuring step-by-step guides to create complex builds and contraptions.

Also available in the series:

MINECRAFT: THE NETHER AND THE END STICKER BOOK
- May
- 9781405290326 / Pb
- £7.99
- 6yrs+ / 32pp / 285 x 216 mm

Brave the perilous Nether and End dimensions and learn all about the dangers that await you with this official Mojang sticker book. It’s packed with tips, tricks and hundreds of stickers for younger Minecraft fans.

MINECRAFT CREATIVE TIN
- September
- 9781405288965 / Tin
- £14.99
- 8yrs+ / 88pp / 164 x 111 mm

The official Minecraft Creative Tin is the perfect gift for Minecraft fans. It contains two exciting build projects, a giant poster and a sheet of stickers.
RETURN TO A GALAXY FAR, FAR AWAY FOR MORE EPIC STAR WARS ADVENTURES! THE GREATEST SCIENCE-FICTION FANTASY STORY OF ALL TIME IS BACK, WITH A FULL RANGE OF BRILLIANT BOOKS TO THRILL READERS OF ALL AGES.

A novel retelling the story of the highly-anticipated new movie, Star Wars: The Last Jedi.

**STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI JUNIOR NOVEL**
- April
- 9781405289221 / Pb
- £6.99
- 8yrs+ / 192pp / 198 x 129 mm

A collection of myths and tall tales about the legendary Jedi Luke Skywalker.

**STAR WARS: THE LEGENDS OF LUKE SKYWALKER**
- April
- 9781405289122 / Pb
- £9.99
- 8yrs+ / 432pp / 198 x 129 mm
Where's the Wookiee? Hunt Chewbacca through activity and colouring books, presented in a gorgeous collectible gift box.

**STAR WARS GIFT BOX**
- September
- 9781405287333 / Novelty
- £14.99
- 7yrs+ / 56pp / 210 x 151 mm

Build your very own BB-8 in this amazing construction book, filled with droid facts!

**STAR WARS: BB-8 BOOK AND MODEL**
- October
- 9781405290623 / Novelty
- £14.99
- 7yrs+ / 24pp / 285 x 216 mm

Learn all about the strange creatures and alien races of a galaxy far, far away, with illustrations by Tim McDonagh (Galactic Atlas).

**STAR WARS: ALIEN ARCHIVE - SPECIES GUIDE**
- November
- 9781405288477 / Hb
- £20.00
- 9yrs+ / 160pp / 300 x 245 mm
RUBIK’S CUBE IS THE WORLD’S GREATEST PUZZLE – A WORLDWIDE PHENOMENON FOR OVER 40 YEARS. NOW LEARN TO SOLVE IT, AND TEST YOUR BRAIN AGAINST EVEN MORE FIENDISH PUZZLES, IN A NEW RANGE OF OFFICIAL RUBIK’S™ PUBLISHING.

HOW TO SOLVE THE RUBIK’S CUBE
- ISBN 9781405291354 / Activity
- £5.99
- Ages 8yrs+ / 35 x 162 mm

RUBIK’S CHILDREN’S BRAINTEASERS
- ISBN 9781405291361 / Activity
- £5.99
- Ages 8yrs+ / 96pp / 235 x 162 mm

THE MR. MEN AND LITTLE MISS HAVE BEEN DELIGHTING CHILDREN FOR GENERATIONS WITH THEIR CHARMING AND FUNNY ANTICS. BOLD ILLUSTRATIONS AND FUNNY STORIES MAKE MR. MEN AND LITTLE MISS THE PERFECT STORY TIME EXPERIENCE FOR CHILDREN AGED TWO UP. HAVE YOU MET THEM ALL?

It all started with a tickle. Roger Hargreaves’ son Adam asked him what a tickle looked like. In response, Roger drew a small orange man with extraordinarily long arms that could reach anywhere and tickle anyone. Mr Tickle, the first of the Mr Men, was born. Mr Tickle was soon joined by Mr Greedy, Mr Happy, Mr Nosey, Mr Sneeze and Mr Bump. The books were an instant hit and Roger went on to create many more Mr Men and Little Miss characters.

© 1974 Rubik’s® Used under licence Rubik’s Brand Ltd. All rights reserved. A Smiley company production. MR. MEN™ LITTLE MISS™ © 2018 THOIP
Mr Silly has written a book about his friends and now you get to read it!

**MR. MEN WORLD BOOK DAY : MY BOOK ABOUT ME**
- February
- 9781405290869 / Pb / Single book: £1.00
- 9781405290937 / Pb / Multi-pack: £5.00
- 3yrs+ / 36pp / 127 x 140 mm

Meet Little Miss Inventor! The newest character to join the Little Miss.

**LITTLE MISS INVENTOR**
- March
- 9781405288873 / Pb
- £3.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 140 mm

Meet Little Miss Inventor! The newest character to join the Little Miss. Little Miss Inventor is as bright as a button. As bright as a whole box full of buttons. She can invent anything the Mr Men need. In fact, it is a wonder they have coped without her for so long!

Walter, the Mr Men worm, has now got his very own story!

**MR. MEN: WALTER THE WORM’S STORY**
- August
- 9781405288866 / Pb
- £3.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 140 mm

Not any old story, but a story all about Walter. No Mr Men to cramp his style, or Little Miss to take the attention. But a story all about Walter the Worm, And the early bird of course!

The Mr Men are here to help you show your brother just how great he is.

**MR. MEN: MY BROTHER**
- February
- 9781405288804 / Pb
- £5.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250 mm

The Little Miss are here to help you show your sister just how special she is.

**MR. MEN: MY SISTER**
- February
- 9781405288811 / Pb
- £5.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250 mm

Also available:

**LITTLE MISS INVENTOR**
- March
- 9781405288873 / Pb
- £3.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 140 mm

Walter, the Mr Men worm, has now got his very own story!

Not any old story, but a story all about Walter. No Mr Men to cramp his style, or Little Miss to take the attention. But a story all about Walter the Worm, And the early bird of course!

**MR. MEN: WALTER THE WORM’S STORY**
- August
- 9781405288866 / Pb
- £3.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 140 mm

The Little Miss are here to help you show your sister just how special she is.

**MR. MEN: MY SISTER**
- February
- 9781405288811 / Pb
- £5.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250 mm

Also available:

**LITTLE MISS INVENTOR**
- March
- 9781405288873 / Pb
- £3.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 140 mm
MR. MEN AND LITTLE MISS CELEBRATIONS INTRODUCE CHILDREN TO ALL THE EXCITING OCCASIONS THAT PEOPLE CELEBRATE INCLUDING BIRTHDAYS, CHRISTMAS, HALLOWEEN, EASTER, SPORTING EVENTS ... AND EVEN A TRIP TO THE MOON. THERE’S A MR. MEN BOOK FOR EVERY OCCASION.

Join the Mr Men as they celebrate Chinese New Year in their own chaotic way!

**MR. MEN: CHINESE NEW YEAR**
- Publication: January
- ISBN: 9781405288798
- Price: £3.99
- Age: 3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 140 mm

Get ready for lots of winter fun at the fair with the Mr Men!

**MR. MEN: WINTER WONDERLAND**
- Publication: September
- ISBN: 9781405290876
- Price: £5.99
- Age: 3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250 mm

When the Mr Men and Little Miss decide to stage their own version of the World Cup, Mr Small is desperate to join in - but will he be just too small to make it into the team?

**MR. MEN: THE BIG MATCH (UPSIZE)**
- Publication: May
- ISBN: 9781405290876
- Price: £5.99
- Age: 3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250 mm

Mr Impossible’s Easter egg hunt is proving a little difficult for the Mr Men and Little Miss. Join them in this funny and exciting tale as they try to discover where he has hidden the invisible egg!

**MR. IMPOSSIBLE AND THE EASTER EGG HUNT (UPSIZE)**
- Publication: February
- ISBN: 9781405288828
- Price: £3.99
- Age: 3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250 mm

Hold on tight as Little Miss Magic and Wilf the Wizard take us on a tour of Magicland!

**MR. MEN: ADVENTURE IN MAGICLAND**
- Publication: September
- ISBN: 9781405291057
- Price: £5.99
- Age: 3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250 mm

There will be capes and crazy antics when the Mr Men have a superhero adventure.

**MR. MEN: ADVENTURE WITH SUPERHEROES**
- Publication: June
- ISBN: 9781405291255
- Price: £5.99
- Age: 3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250 mm

It’s time to wrap up warm when the Mr Men have an adventure in the Arctic.

**MR. MEN: ADVENTURE IN THE ARCTIC**
- Publication: September
- ISBN: 9781405291040
- Price: £3.99
- Age: 3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 140 mm

Also available:

See Stocklist for more details

**MR. MEN™ LITTLE MISS™ © 2018 THOIP**

THE MR. MEN AND LITTLE MISS ENJOY ADVENTURES SET IN OTHER WORLDS AND DIFFERENT TIMES IN THEIR OWN FUN AND INIMITABLE WAY.
THE MR. MEN AND LITTLE MISS TURN FAMILIAR CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES INTO TOPSY-TURVY, MISCHIEVOUS FUN IN THIS TICKLISHLY SILLY SERIES.

It's time for the annual cycling race, but which Mr Men will be the winner?

MR. MEN: GO CYCLING
- August
- 9781405291026 / Pb
- £3.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 140 mm

MR. MEN: AT SCHOOL
- August
- 9781405291033 / Pb
- £3.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 140 mm

This delightful collection has been redesigned to include all 48 of your favourite Mr Men stories. As well as the much loved classic titles, Mr Tickle and Mr Bump, you can enjoy the newest edition to the collection, Mr Adventure.

MR. MEN: MY COMPLETE COLLECTION
- August
- 9781405291231 / Pb
- £19.99
- 3yrs+ / 48 books / 270 x 175 mm

Mr Busy has lots of letters to deliver to the Mr Men and Little Miss in this delightful lift-the-flap book.

MR. MEN: MR. BUSY’S POST
- September
- 9781405291064 / Novelty
- £9.99
- 3yrs+ / 12pp / 220 x 285mm

This wonderful set has been redesigned to include all 36 of the lovely Little Miss. Still with all of your favourite Little Miss characters, Little Miss Bossy and Little Miss Naughty, and the brand new title, Little Miss Inventor.

LITTLE MISS: MY COMPLETE COLLECTION
- August
- 9781405291002 / Pb
- £14.99
- 3yrs+ / 36 books / 210 x 175 mm

Take a peek inside the houses of the Mr Men and Little Miss characters in this peep-through board book.

MR. MEN: HOUSES PEEK INSIDE
- July
- 9781405291019 / Novelty
- £7.99
- 3yrs+ / 16pp / 180 x 180mm

See Stocklist for more details
Thomas & Friends™ continues to delight children and adults alike! Over 200 million Thomas & Friends™ books have been sold worldwide.

Thomas & Friends: Trains Around the World
- January
- ISBN 9781405288934 / Pb
- £5.99
- 3yrs+ / 24pp / 300 x 245mm

Help Thomas explore Sodor and practise lots of easy first words in this colourful sticker book.

Thomas & Friends: My First Words Sticker Book
- February
- ISBN 9781405288941 / Pb
- £4.99
- 2yrs+ / 24pp / 285 x 216mm

THOMAS & FRIENDS™ continues to delight children and adults alike! Over 200 million Thomas & Friends™ books have been sold worldwide.

Thomas & Friends: The Great Rescue
- January
- ISBN 9781405289054 / Pb
- £4.99
- 2yrs+ / 24pp / 223 x 200mm

When Whiskers the kitten goes missing on Sodor, Thomas and his friends must work as a team to find him.

Thomas & Friends: Trouble on the Tracks
- July
- ISBN 9781405289078 / Pb
- £4.99
- 2yrs+ / 24pp / 223 x 200mm

Percy wants to borrow Thomas’ carriages, but Thomas isn’t sure he wants to share. Can the friends find a way to save the day?

Thomas & Friends: Who’s Afraid of the Dark?
- July
- ISBN 9781405289061 / Pb
- £4.99
- 2yrs+ / 24pp / 223 x 200mm

Henry has to work the night train, but he’s afraid of the dark. Can Thomas help him be brave?

Thomas & Friends: Delivery at the Docks
- July
- ISBN 9781405289047 / Pb
- £4.99
- 2yrs+ / 24pp / 223 x 200mm

A new engine comes to help the team at the Docks, but not everyone is thrilled to see her. The team must work together and learn how to welcome new friends.

Thomas & Friends: Trouble on the Tracks
- A Story About Being Brave

THOMAS & FRIENDS™ continues to delight children and adults alike! Over 200 million Thomas & Friends™ books have been sold worldwide.

Thomas & Friends: The Great Rescue
- A Story About Teamwork

THOMAS & FRIENDS™ continues to delight children and adults alike! Over 200 million Thomas & Friends™ books have been sold worldwide.

Thomas & Friends: Who’s Afraid of the Dark?
- A Story About Being Brave

THOMAS & FRIENDS™ continues to delight children and adults alike! Over 200 million Thomas & Friends™ books have been sold worldwide.

Thomas & Friends: Delivery at the Docks
- A Story About Making Friends

© 2018 Gullane (Thomas) Limited.
© 2018 HIT Entertainment Limited.
Say goodbye to nappies with Thomas! Includes special reward chart and stickers.

**THOMAS & FRIENDS: MY THOMAS POTTY BOOK**
- April
- ISBN: 9781405289566 / Novelty
- £7.99
- 2yrs+ / 12pp / 210 x 210 mm

It’s game day on Sodor, and Thomas and James must work together to get to the match on time! A new picture book with original text and illustrations.

**THOMAS & FRIENDS: A DAY AT THE FOOTBALL FOR THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE**
- May
- ISBN: 9781405289238 / Pb
- £6.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 275 x 245 mm

Learn all about your favourite engines in this sturdy lift the flap book.

**THOMAS & FRIENDS: THE BUSY ENGINES LIFT-THE-FLAP BOOK**
- February
- ISBN: 9781405290111 / Novelty
- £6.99
- 2yrs+ / 10pp / 210 x 210 mm

Go out on patrol with Thomas and the Sodor Search and Rescue Team in this sticker activity book.

**THOMAS & FRIENDS: SEARCH AND RESCUE STICKER ACTIVITY**
- April
- ISBN: 9781405289085 / Pb
- £5.99
- 3yrs+ / 24pp / 203 x 245 mm
Join Thomas and friends for some bedtime nursery rhymes, perfect for getting little ones ready to sleep.

THOMAS & FRIENDS: GOODNIGHT, THOMAS
- September
- 9781405290852 / Board with die-cut cover / £7.99
- 3yrs+ / 10pp / 230 x 230 mm

A new gift treasury of Thomas Engine Adventure stories.

THOMAS & FRIENDS: THE THOMAS COLLECTION
- September
- 9781405291668 / Hb / £12.99
- 3yrs+ / 128pp / 275 x 245 mm

An illustrated storybook retelling the events of the new movie.

THOMAS & FRIENDS: MOVIE TIE-IN STORY BOOK
- August
- 9781405291675 / Pb / £4.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 285 x 216 mm

© 2018 Gullane (Thomas) Limited. © 2018 HIT Entertainment Limited
Pull the tabs, lift the flaps and pop the pops to learn all about Thomas!

**THOMAS & FRIENDS: HOORAY FOR THOMAS!**
- **October**
- 9781405291699 / Novelty
- £9.99
- 3yrs+ / 12pp / 224 x 292mm

Sing along with Thomas and his friends in this festive single sound book.

**THOMAS & FRIENDS: THE 12 ENGINES OF CHRISTMAS SOUND BOOK**
- **October**
- 9781405291715 / Novelty
- £9.99
- 2yrs+ / 12pp / 224 x 292mm

A.A.MILNE’S WINNIE-THE-POOH WAS FIRST PUBLISHED IN 1926, ILLUSTRATED WITH WIT AND WARMTH BY E.H.SHEPARD.

This poetry collection is steeped in the history and culture of the British Isles - with generations of British children growing up with A. A. Milne’s delightful poems. It is the perfect memento of a trip to London - or a wonderful gift for a christening or special birthday.

**CHANGING GUARD AT BUCKINGHAM PALACE**
- **February**
- 9781405289504 / Hb
- £12.99
- 5yrs+ / 112pp / 210 x 148 mm

This poetry collection is steeped in the history and culture of the British Isles - with generations of British children growing up with A. A. Milne’s delightful poems. It is the perfect memento of a trip to London - or a wonderful gift for a christening or special birthday.

**A HOUSE IS BUILT FOR EEYORE**
- **September**
- 9781405286626 / Hb
- £5.99
- 5yrs+ / 48pp / 153 x 153mm

One snowy day Pooh and Piglet decide to build a house for Eeyore. But Eeyore already has a house, and now he’s very puzzled because it seems to have disappeared.

- Part of a range of new individual editions of favourite stories from *The House at Pooh Corner*

Also available:

See Stocklist for more details
WINNIE-THE-POOH: 50 THINGS TO DO BEFORE YOU’RE 5 AND 3/4
• With helpful hints and spaces for your records and photographs
• The perfect guide for little explorers to discover the magic of playing outdoors
• Packed with ideas to keep little ones busy all day

WINNIE-THE-POOH: 50 THINGS TO DO BEFORE YOU’RE 5 AND 3/4
• January
• 9781405289535 / Pb
• £7.99
• 3yrs+ / 80pp / 210 x 148 mm

WINNIE-THE-POOH can travel with you with this mini pocket library containing six sweet books!

WINNIE-THE-POOH can travel with you with this mini pocket library containing six sweet books!

WINNIE-THE-POOH: POCKET LIBRARY
• January
• 9781405289092 / Board
• £4.99
• 3yrs+ / 8pp / 90 x 90 mm

Celebrate the birth of a new baby with Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends from the Hundred Acre Wood. This beautiful baby record book is sure to become a much-treasured keepsake to be poured over by the whole family for years to come.

WINNIE-THE-POOH: BABY BOOK
• February
• 9781405289108 / Hb
• £12.00 inc. VAT
• Adult / 48pp / 275 x 245 mm

Winnie-the-Pooh can travel with you with this mini pocket library containing six sweet books!

WINNIE-THE-POOH: 50 THINGS TO DO BEFORE YOU’RE 5 AND 3/4
• With helpful hints and spaces for your records and photographs
• The perfect guide for little explorers to discover the magic of playing outdoors
• Packed with ideas to keep little ones busy all day

WINNIE-THE-POOH: 50 THINGS TO DO BEFORE YOU’RE 5 AND 3/4
• January
• 9781405289535 / Pb
• £7.99
• 3yrs+ / 80pp / 210 x 148 mm

WINNIE-THE-POOH can travel with you with this mini pocket library containing six sweet books!

WINNIE-THE-POOH can travel with you with this mini pocket library containing six sweet books!

WINNIE-THE-POOH: POCKET LIBRARY
• January
• 9781405289092 / Board
• £4.99
• 3yrs+ / 8pp / 90 x 90 mm

Celebrate the birth of a new baby with Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends from the Hundred Acre Wood. This beautiful baby record book is sure to become a much-treasured keepsake to be poured over by the whole family for years to come.

WINNIE-THE-POOH: BABY BOOK
• February
• 9781405289108 / Hb
• £12.00 inc. VAT
• Adult / 48pp / 275 x 245 mm

Winnie-the-Pooh can travel with you with this mini pocket library containing six sweet books!

WINNIE-THE-POOH: 50 THINGS TO DO BEFORE YOU’RE 5 AND 3/4
• With helpful hints and spaces for your records and photographs
• The perfect guide for little explorers to discover the magic of playing outdoors
• Packed with ideas to keep little ones busy all day

WINNIE-THE-POOH: 50 THINGS TO DO BEFORE YOU’RE 5 AND 3/4
• January
• 9781405289535 / Pb
• £7.99
• 3yrs+ / 80pp / 210 x 148 mm

Celebrate the birth of a new baby with Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends from the Hundred Acre Wood. This beautiful baby record book is sure to become a much-treasured keepsake to be poured over by the whole family for years to come.

WINNIE-THE-POOH: BABY BOOK
• February
• 9781405289108 / Hb
• £12.00 inc. VAT
• Adult / 48pp / 275 x 245 mm
As snow falls in the Hundred Acre Wood, Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends settle in for a long winter’s sleep but not everyone is sleeping…

WINNIE-THE-POOH: THE LONG WINTER’S SLEEP

September
9781405291095 / Pb
£3.99
3yrs+ / 32pp / 127 x 150mm

It wouldn’t be Christmas without a Christmas tree but when Winnie-the-Pooh and Piglet set off to find the perfect tree in the Hundred Acre Wood they soon run into difficulties…

WINNIE-THE-POOH: A TREE FOR CHRISTMAS (UPSIZE)

September
9781405291101 / Pb
£5.99
3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250mm

As snow falls in the Hundred Acre Wood, Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends settle in for a long winter’s sleep but not everyone is sleeping…

WINNIE-THE-POOH: A TREE FOR CHRISTMAS (UPSIZE)

September
9781405291101 / Pb
£5.99
3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250mm

As snow falls in the Hundred Acre Wood, Winnie-the-Pooh and Piglet set off to find the perfect tree in the Hundred Acre Wood they soon run into difficulties…

WINNIE-THE-POOH: A TREE FOR CHRISTMAS (UPSIZE)

September
9781405291101 / Pb
£5.99
3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250mm

Join your favourite rescue heroes in this action-packed colouring book.

FIREMAN SAM: RESCUE HEROES COLOURING BOOK

August
9781405291712 / Pb
£3.99
2yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250mm

A brand-new upsized Christmas adventure for Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends in the Hundred Acre Wood.

WHATEVER THE EMERGENCY IN PONTYPANDY, FIREMAN SAM AND THE FIRE CREW ARE HERE TO SAVE THE DAY.

Join your favourite rescue heroes in this action-packed colouring book.

FIREMAN SAM: A PEEP-THROUGH ADVENTURE

September
9781405291736 / Hb
£6.99
2yrs+ / 10pp / 180 x 180mm

A brand-new upsized Christmas adventure for Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends in the Hundred Acre Wood.

WHATEVER THE EMERGENCY IN PONTYPANDY, FIREMAN SAM AND THE FIRE CREW ARE HERE TO SAVE THE DAY.

Join your favourite rescue heroes in this action-packed colouring book.

FIREMAN SAM: A PEEP-THROUGH ADVENTURE

September
9781405291736 / Hb
£6.99
2yrs+ / 10pp / 180 x 180mm

A brand-new rescue story in a chunky board book.

FIREMAN SAM: MY FIRST STORYBOOK

August
9781405291729 / Hb
£4.99
2yrs+ / 16pp / 170 x 170mm

An exciting adventure featuring a pop on the final page.

FIREMAN SAM: A PEEP-THROUGH ADVENTURE

September
9781405291736 / Hb
£6.99
2yrs+ / 10pp / 180 x 180mm

Join your favourite rescue heroes in this action-packed colouring book.

FIREMAN SAM: RESCUE HEROES COLOURING BOOK

August
9781405291712 / Pb
£3.99
2yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 250mm

A brand-new rescue story in a chunky board book.

FIREMAN SAM: MY FIRST STORYBOOK

August
9781405291729 / Hb
£4.99
2yrs+ / 16pp / 170 x 170mm
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**ONE SOLDIER, ONE SPY: TWO BROTHERS GO TO WAR. A TRUE STORY.**

A collaboration between one of the nation’s favourite authors and an award-winning artist to create this powerful and heart-breaking true story of two brothers in the Second World War.

- Former Children’s Laureate, OBE and multi-award-winner, Michael Morpurgo is truly a national treasure
- Barroux is a critically acclaimed and award-winning illustrator. His work includes stunning graphic novel *Line of Fire* (Barrington Stoke) and Greenaway-longlisted picture book *Where’s the Elephant?*
- A beautiful hardback edition, with breath-taking illustrations on every page

**IN THE MOUTH OF THE WOLF**
- Michael Morpurgo
- Barroux
- May
- 9781405285261 / Hb
- £12.99
- 9yrs+ / 160pp / 210 x 148 mm
- World • English excluding US, Canada and the Philippines

---

**THE EXACT OPPOSITE OF OKAY**

- Laura Steven
- March
- 9781405288446 / Pb
- £7.99
- 14yrs+ / 352pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World • English excluding US and Canada

‘FUNNY, UNAPOLOGETIC AND SHAMELESS IN THE BEST POSSIBLE WAY. THIS IS A YA HEROINE (AND A BOOK) THAT YOU’VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE’

Louise O’Neill, author of * Asking for It*

‘THIS BOOK WILL MAKE YOU LAUGH OUT LOUD, NO IN AGREEMENT, CRINGE WITH RECOGNITION, AND STAND UP AND CHEER, I ADORED IT’

Katherine Webber, author of *Wing Jones*
A STUNNING NEW NOVEL IN VERSE THAT READS LIKE A RAP SONG, THIS IS THE HATE U GIVE MEETS ONE.

Xiomara has always kept her words to herself. When it comes to standing her ground in her Harlem neighbourhood, she lets her fists and her fierceness do the talking.

But X has secrets – her feelings for a boy in her bio class, and the notebook full of poems that she keeps under her bed. And a slam poetry club that will pull those secrets into the spotlight.

Because in spite of a world that might not want to hear her, Xiomara refuses to stay silent.

- Elizabeth Acevedo is an award-winning slam poet who has been profiled in Teen Vogue
- A diverse, authentic voice that is under-represented in YA fiction

THE POET X
- Elizabeth Acevedo
- May 2018
- 9781405291460 / Pb
- £7.99
- 14yrs+ / 320pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World ex. US, Canada and the Philippines

'A STORY THAT WILL SLAM THE POWER OF POETRY AND LOVE BACK INTO YOUR HEART.'
Laurie Halse Anderson, author of Speak

GONE MAY BE HISTORY, BUT THE STORY IS FAR FROM OVER.

As mutated humans spread across the earth, the line between hero and villain continues to blur.

- Michael Grant pulverises stereotypes in this second pulse-pounding book set in the aftermath of the GONE series
- Nearly 4 million GONE series sales worldwide

VILLAIN
- Michael Grant
- October
- 9781405284837 / Pb
- £7.99
- 12yrs+ / 480pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World
- English excluding US and Canada

‘FRONT LINES IS A MASTERPIECE OF SPECULATIVE STORY CRAFTING.’
Andrew Smith, Printz Honor winning author of Grasshopper Jungle

THIRD AND FINAL INSTALMENT OF THE COMPELLING FRONT LINES SERIES.

1944 and it feels like the war will never end. Rio, Frangie and Rainy have all done ‘enough’ to retire from combat – but they don’t.

- Fast-paced and hard-hitting, this series has received global critical acclaim

PURPLE HEARTS
- Michael Grant
- February
- 9781405273886 / Pb
- £7.99
- 12yrs+ / 496pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World
- English excluding US, Canada and the Philippines

See Stocklist for more details
Meet Natboff the caveman and a host of other hilarious characters as we take a journey through time in the hysterical historical chronicles of Lamonic Bibber, home of Mr Gum.

- The Mr Gum books have sold more than 1.25 million copies in the UK alone and have been translated into 32 languages
- Hilarious and brilliantly crafted, introducing unforgettable new characters and future catchphrases, proving that Andy is a comedy genius
- A mix of stories, character profiles and one-off jokes, which are perfect for sharing and, along with the familiar history themes, will hook in reluctant readers
- The Mr Gum books have won the Roald Dahl Funny Prize, the Red House Children’s Book Award and two Blue Peter Awards
- You’re a Bad Man, Mr Gum was a Tom Fletcher Book Club choice for 2017

NATBOFF! STORIES FROM THE MISTS OF TIME

• Andy Stanton  •  David Tazzyman
• ISBN 9781405290982  /  Pb
• £6.99
• 7yrs+  /  288pp  /  186 x 129 mm
• World
• All languages

When street magician Carter runs away, he finds himself alone and in danger from a dastardly carnival ringleader. But then Carter encounters the mysterious Mr Vernon and his magic shop, teams up with some other young magicians . . . and the Magic Misfits are born!

- “I read this book with excitement, delight, and the increasing suspicion that it was going to make me disappear.” Lemony Snicket
- Neil Patrick Harris is a much-loved and multi-talented actor, currently starring as Count Olaf in Netflix’s A Series of Unfortunate Events. In Magic Misfits he combines his passions for magic and reading to weave a wonderful adventure for young readers
- Neil is a magic expert and the books are interspersed with ‘How to’ sections giving readers magic tricks they can try at home!
- Stunning cover by award winning illustrator David Lichfield

THE MAGIC MISFITS

• Neil Patrick Harris
• September
• 9781405290999  /  Pb
• £6.99
• 7yrs+  /  272pp  /  210 x 148 mm
• World
• English excluding US and Canada

Follow the Magic Misfits on their next adventure, and learn more of your own magic tricks!

THE MAGIC MISFITS 2

• Neil Patrick Harris
• September
• 9781405290630  /  Hb
• £12.99
• 7yrs+  /  272pp  /  210 x 148 mm
• World
• English excluding US and Canada
A GORGEOUSLY GOTHIC, WICKEDLY FUNNY NEW SERIES FROM WITCH WARS ILLUSTRATOR LAURA ELLEN ANDERSON.

Amelia Fang is the biggest hearted vampiress you’ll ever meet. In her second adventure, she and her friends must brave the journey to the terrifying Kingdom of the Light to try to find the missing Queen Fairyweather.

- Amelia Fang is set to be a blockbuster series for readers aged 7 – 100!
- Laura Ellen Anderson (Witch Wars, My Brother is a Superhero, Dragon Rider, I Don’t Want Curly Hair) is becoming one of the best-known illustrators in the UK today. Amelia Fang is her first full-length project as author-illustrator
- Pixar-esque, laugh-out-loud humour and a richly-imagined world – young readers will love the contemporary, cinematic feel

AMELIA FANG AND THE UNICORN LORDS

Laura Ellen Anderson

- March
- 9781405287067 / Pb
- £6.99
- 7-10yrs / 288pp / 186 x 129 mm
- World
- All languages (sold: Catalan, Dutch, French (incl Canada), German, Italian, Polish, Romanian, Spanish (World) & UK Audio)

AMELIA FANG AND THE MEMORY THIEF

Laura Ellen Anderson

- October
- 9781405287074 / Pb
- £6.99
- 7-10yrs / 288pp / 186 x 129 mm
- World
- All languages (sold: Catalan, Dutch, French (incl Canada), German, Italian, Polish, Romanian, Spanish (World) & UK Audio)

JOIN EVERYONE’S FAVOURITE LOSER AS HE ESCAPES A RUBBISH SCHOOL TRIP IN THE HOPES OF BECOMING A TV STAR!

BARRY LOSER SERIES.

When the school sets up a football team, Barry realises that he is completely terrible at football!

BARRY LOSER: WORST SCHOOL TRIP EVER!

Jim Smith

- February
- 9781405230969 / Pb
- £6.99
- 7yrs+ / 240pp / 186 x 129 mm
- World
- All languages

BARRY LOSER IS THE BEST AT FOOTBALL NOT!

Jim Smith

- May
- 9781405230712 / Pb
- £6.99
- 7yrs+ / 240pp / 186 x 129 mm
- World
- All languages

Join everyone’s favourite Loser as he escapes a rubbish school trip in the hope of becoming a TV star!

- Jim Smith is the reigning winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize. He has been shortlisted for the Laugh Out Loud Awards 2017, and was shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize in 2013
- Perfect for fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Tom Gates and Pamela Butchart
- The Barry Loser series has sold over 550k copies in the English Language

Also available in the series:

See Stocklist for more details
BRILLIANTLY FUNNY NEW SERIES ABOUT THE BRAVEST SCAREDY-CAT IN THE WORLD.

Sam Wu is NOT a scaredy-cat (except he is). When a trip to the Space Museum goes terrifyingly wrong, Sam begins a mission to prove to everyone that he is a fearless space adventurer.

- Funny, commercial illustrated package with overcoming childhood fears at its heart
- Diverse cast of characters and protagonist of Asian heritage
- Katie Tsang is Katherine Webber, author of Wing Jones and ex-Booktrust coordinator. Here, she and husband Kevin are utterly charming and super funny co-authors.

SAM WU IS NOT AFRAID OF GHOSTS!
- Katie and Kevin Tsang • Nathan Reed
- March
- 9781405287517 / Pb
- £5.99
- 6-10yrs / 224pp / 186 x 129 mm
- World, All languages

SAM WU IS NOT AFRAID OF SHARKS!
- Katie and Kevin Tsang • Nathan Reed
- July
- 9781405287524 / Pb
- £5.99
- 6-10yrs / 224pp / 186 x 129 mm
- World, All languages

Sam has wanted a dog for AGES so when mongrel Oscar turns up on his doorstep he can’t believe his luck. And when he discovers Oscar can talk he can’t believe his ears! Join Sam and Oscar on their capering canine adventures in a series that proves that a dog’s best friend is his boy.

- A warm and funny new series from the author of the bestselling Dirty Bertie books, which have been translated all over the world
- A fun, accessible and appealing package, with hilarious illustrations from Sarah Horne
- Perfect for boys and girls aged 6+ and fans of Horrid Henry, Jeremy Strong and Spy Dog

OSCAR AND THE DOGNAPPERS
- Alan McDonald • Sarah Horne • May
- 9781405287234 / Pb
- £5.99
- 6-10yrs / 144pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World, English excluding US and Philippines

OSCAR AND THE CAT BURGLARS
- Alan McDonald • Sarah Horne • August
- 9781405287241 / Pb
- £5.99
- 6-10yrs / 144pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World, English excluding US and Philippines

Look out for Sam’s jawsome next adventure in which he and his friends must tackle dangers of a more watery kind.

OSCAR AND THE CAT BURGLARS
- Alan McDonald • Sarah Horne • August
- 9781405287258 / Pb
- £5.99
- 6-10yrs / 144pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World, English excluding US and Philippines

Oscar and Oscar are called on to solve the purrfect crime.

OSCAR THE DIGNAPPERS
- Alan McDonald • Sarah Horne • May
- 9781405287265 / Pb
- £5.99
- 6-10yrs / 144pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World, English excluding US and Philippines

Sam and his talking dog set out to foil some dastardly dognappers.
A BRAND NEW SERIES FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE BEST-SELLING SINCLAIR’S MYSTERIES.

You are cordially invited to pack your valises, collect your passports, and join the Taylor and Rose Detectives Agency as they investigate a series of mysteries around the world.

- The Clockwork Sparrow was the fastest-selling children’s debut in the first half of 2015, and was shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize
- This fast-paced and compelling new series will see much-loved characters Sophie and Lil uncover mysteries in exotic locations around the world

KATHERINE WOODFINE

August
9781405287043 / Pb
£6.99
9yrs+ / 336pp / 198 x 129 mm
World
English

A BRAND NEW SERIES FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE IT GIRL.

Flick’s family have owned The Royale for generations. But Flick isn’t that interested. She’s interested in the newest guest – superstar celebrity Skylar Chase – and Sky’s mega-famous group of friends, including dreamy YouTube star, Ethan Duke. But just as Flick gets the chance to join their glittering squad, she’s grounded. Will Flick find a way to escape The Royale and join the fame game?

• Greek Girl meets Louise Reminson in this fresh and hilariously funny book for readers age 10+
• Exciting young author with real comedy writing credentials and journalistic experience. Someone who young readers really identify with
• The It Girl series was won as part of a hotly-contested auction and has sold in thirteen languages

Also available from Katherine Woodfine:

See Stocklist for more details

Also available from Katy Birchall:

See Stocklist for more details
Jane Doe and her father arrived on the steps of the Manor – the place at the very heart of the island of Bluehaven and the entrance to a dangerous labyrinth connecting it to Otherworlds – fifteen years ago. That was the same night the earthquakes started; the night the Manor closed its doors indefinitely. Perhaps it’s not surprising, then, that the people of Bluehaven fear and despise Jane and her silent, troubled father, John.

When the strongest quake yet strikes and John disappears into the Manor, Jane is set on a journey through the in-between place inside its doors to find her father and save her world — and perhaps all worlds. And along the way to uncover the greatest mystery of all: who she really is.

Mouse and her friends face the final battle to defeat Stag’s evil forces and save Trianukka in the epic, thrilling conclusion to Sarah Driver’s middle grade fantasy trilogy.

• An epic coming-of-age middle-grade trilogy, set in a world of tribes, beast and magic, perfect for fans of Philip Pullman, Abi Elphinstone and Katherine Rundell

• Memorable characters, a rich world and a thrilling adventure full of heart

• Stunning, must-have package: foiled cover, high-quality paper and beautiful interior decorations

Also available in the series:

‘THE HUNTRESS: SEA IS A HEART-THUMPINGLY BRILLIANT ADVENTURE, FAVER MEETS PULLMAN, A REAL GEM.’
Abi Elphinstone, author of The Dreamsnatcher and The Shadow Keeper

‘DRIVER’S PROSE TAKES FLIGHT IN THE HUNTRESS: SKY. EXCITING, GRIPPING AND FULL OF HEART’
Kiran Millwood Hargrave, author of The Girl of Ink and Stars

See Stocklist for more details
NEW COLLABORATION BETWEEN NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS RACHEL COHN AND DAVID LEVITHAN.

Twins Sam and Ilsa always try to outdo each other at the dinner parties they throw, and the final one before graduation promises to be the most explosive of all. One night. Six guests. Infinite sibling rivalry. What could possibly go wrong?

- From the same team who wrote (Zoella Book Club Choice) The Twelve Days of Dash & Lily, Naomi & Ely’s No Kiss List and cult classic Nick & Norah’s Infinite Playlist

SEQUEL TO THE GENRE-BUSTING BREAKOUT HIT EVERY DAY.

David Levithan continues the story of A as he searches for answers about existence and what life might have in store.

- ‘An awe-inspiring, thought-provoking reminder that love reaches beyond physical appearances or gender.’ Kirkus, starred review of Every Day
- ‘Fresh, unique, funny, and achingly honest . . . I didn’t just read this book – I inhaled it.’ Jodi Picoult on Every Day
- Every Day will be released as a major movie in 2018, from the same team behind Everything Everything

THE BREATHTAKING NEW NOVEL FROM Award-Winning YA Author LISA HEATHFIELD.

- Tense and seriously creepy - readers won’t be able to tear themselves away
- Seed and Paper Butterflies were both shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize, and Paper Butterflies was shortlisted for the YA Book Prize and won the FAB Book Award

THE DOLL’S HOUSE

- Tense and seriously creepy - readers won’t be able to tear themselves away
- Seed and Paper Butterflies were both shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize, and Paper Butterflies was shortlisted for the YA Book Prize and won the FAB Book Award

X-MEN MEETS THE HANDMAID’S TALE IN THIS EPIC FANTASY THRILLER SERIES BY NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR TAHEREH MAFI.

- Tense and seriously creepy - readers won’t be able to tear themselves away
- Seed and Paper Butterflies were both shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize, and Paper Butterflies was shortlisted for the YA Book Prize and won the FAB Book Award

X-MEN MEETS THE HANDMAID’S TALE IN THIS EPIC FANTASY THRILLER SERIES BY NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR TAHEREH MAFI.

- Tense and seriously creepy - readers won’t be able to tear themselves away
- Seed and Paper Butterflies were both shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize, and Paper Butterflies was shortlisted for the YA Book Prize and won the FAB Book Award

Also available from Lisa Heathfield:
See Stocklist for more details

Also available in the series:
See Stocklist for more details
NEW FROM THE CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED AUTHOR OF I HAVE NO SECRETS.

Kasia spends her time watching from her window, making up stories about what she sees in the outside world, so nobody believes her when she spots the girl in the window of the house across the road. Is she real, or just a figment of Kasia’s imagination?

- Sensitive and thoughtful, Penny Joelson once again gives us insight into the world through a different set of eyes
- ‘Jemma’s perspective is so important and one that needs to be heard. It’s definitely worthwhile putting yourself in her shoes for a while!’ Amazon review, I Have No Secrets

GIRL IN THE WINDOW
- Penny Joelson
- May
- 9781405286169 / Pb
- £7.99
- 12yrs+ / 352pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World / All languages

FINAL PART OF THE BLOOD-CURDLING TRILOGY THAT BEGAN WITH THE SIGN OF ONE.

Kyle and Sky may have fled Wrath but they are now marooned on a vast space station known as the Ark, working for a criminal gang of traffickers. But unrest is growing as people finally band together to rebel against the harsh regime. The friends are key to the outcome, but victory can only come with sacrifice…

- An atmospheric mix of Mad Max and Firefly, perfect for fans of Michael Grant, Suzanne Collins and Star Wars
- “[Lambert] does it with style, wit, pace and a strong central premise … wonderfully gruesome in places and benefits from scarred, laconic and selfish but ultimately likeable heroes. 4 stars’ SFX

THE LONG FOREVER
- Eugene Lambert
- April
- 9781405277372 / Pb
- £7.99
- 12yrs+ / 384pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World / All languages

STUNNING NEW PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF SUICIDE NOTES FROM BEAUTIFUL GIRLS.

When Xavier’s cheating ex comes slithering back into his life, best friend Sasha is determined to protect him at any cost. But her plan goes horribly wrong, taking everyone on a twisted path from which there is no return

- Taut, twisted and dark – a thriller at the very top end of YA
- Contemporary and topical, with its exploration of social media abuse, identity theft, relationships and human nature

BAD GIRLS WITH PERFECT FACES
- Lynn Weingarten
- January
- 9781405271585 / Pb
- £7.99
- 14yrs+ / 304pp / 198 x 129 mm
- UK and Commonwealth, excluding USA and Canada

BREATHTAKING NEW NOVEL FROM MULTI-AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR KEVIN BROOKS.

Jeet was raised by a pack of wild dogs. Recaptured and ‘rehumanised’ he now lives with the last of his people in an ancient walled town in the vast expanse of the Deathlands, besieged by an enemy clan. But Jeet is struggling to come to terms with his new identity. Can the impending conflict, and his relationship with another dogchild, shed any light on what it takes to be a survivor?

- Kevin’s awards include the Carnegie Medal, German Youth Literature Awards, the Buxtehude Bulle, the Branford Boase Award and the Canongate Prize for New Writing
- Thought-provoking, powerful yet optimistic, this is Kevin Brooks at his original best

DOGCHILD
- Kevin Brooks
- June
- 9781405276207 / Pb
- £7.99
- 12yrs+ / 368pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World / All languages
NEW NETFLIX TIE-IN COVERS BRINGING LEMONY SNICKET’S MISERY AND MISFORTUNE TO A BRAND NEW READERSHIP.

Dear Reader,

There is nothing to be found in Lemony Snicket’s A Series of Unfortunate Events but misery and despair. You still have time to choose another international best-selling series to read. But if you insist on discovering the unpleasant adventures of the Baudelaire orphans, then proceed with caution . . .

In The Bad Beginning, the siblings encounter a greedy and repulsive villain, itchy clothing, a disastrous fire, a plot to steal their fortune and cold porridge for breakfast.

• Now a major Netflix series starring Neil Patrick Harris
• Netflix has commissioned two further series, covering all thirteen books

THE BAD BEGINNING

In The Reptile Room the siblings endure a car accident, a terrible smell, a deadly serpent, a long knife, a brass reading lamp, and the re-appearance of a person they’d hoped never to see again.

THE REPTILE ROOM

In The Wide Window the siblings encounter a hurricane, a signalling device, hungry leeches, cold cucumber soup, a horrible villain and a doll named Pretty Penny.

THE WIDE WINDOW

In The Miserable Mill the siblings encounter a giant pincher machine, a bad casserole, a man with a cloud of smoke where his head should be, a hypnotist, a terrible accident and coupons.

THE MISERABLE MILL

Best friends Lil and Verne team up for one last time in a final battle against the ancient forces of darkness attacking their home town.

• Fast-paced, nail-biting and just the right side of scary, this is perfect for fans who want a new Harry Potter or Spook’s Apprentice
• Famed for his Deptford Mice and Whitby Witches series, Robin Jarvis combines spooky and atmospheric writing with humour and an accessible style that will draw in plenty of new fans

FINAL INSTALMENT IN THIS DELICIOUSLY SPOOKY MAGICAL QUARTET FROM FANTASY LEGEND ROBIN JARVIS.

‘JARVIS IS A MASTER OF SUSPENSE AND WIT’
The Times

Also available in the series:

See Stocklist for more details

LEGACY OF WITCHES

Best friends Lil and Verne team up for one last time in a final battle against the ancient forces of darkness attacking their home town.

• Fast-paced, nail-biting and just the right side of scary, this is perfect for fans who want a new Harry Potter or Spook’s Apprentice
• Famed for his Deptford Mice and Whitby Witches series, Robin Jarvis combines spooky and atmospheric writing with humour and an accessible style that will draw in plenty of new fans

‘JARVIS IS A MASTER OF SUSPENSE AND WIT’
The Times

Also available in the series:

See Stocklist for more details
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LEGACY OF WITCHES
**Gabriel and the Phantom Sleepers**

Entrusted with a magical cloak, Gabriel Silk must keep it safe on a treacherous journey through ice and snow. But the phantom sleepers are closing in . . .

- A new standalone novel, featuring characters from the Charlie Bone universe
- Exciting and beautifully written fantasy adventure for 9+ readers, perfect for fans of Harry Potter
- The Charlie Bone series has sold over 5 million copies and been translated into over 20 languages worldwide

**The Snow Spider Trilogy**

"Time to find out if you are a magician!" said Gwyn’s grandmother . . .

- Jenny Nimmo’s award-winning, magical trilogy will be reissued with a beautiful new cover
- The first story in the trilogy won the Tir na n-Og Prize and the Smarties Prize
- The reissue of The Snow Spider has sold over 17,500 copies

**Clarice Bean Meets Finding Dory**

Join Darcy Dolphin and friends for some underwater adventures! In the third book in the series, Darcy ends up running a pet exercise class, has an encounter with a crabby old shark (gulp!) and sets out to plan Ozzie Octopus the best birthday party ever.

- A hilarious illustrated fiction series for readers aged 6+
- Perfect for fans of Pamela Butchart, The Unbelievable Top Secret Diary of Pig, and the Daisy books
- Darcy’s exuberant voice and the cast of adorable sea creatures make this a sure-fire winner for boys and girls

**Darcy Dolphin and the Best Birthday Ever!**

Also available in the series:

See Stocklist for more details.
EVERYONE'S FAVOURITE FLAT HERO GETS A BRAND NEW LOOK, WITH AWARD-WINNING ILLUSTRATOR ROB BIDDULPH.

Stanley's adventures take him further than ever before - and into space! The Lambchop family have a great time zooming around in zero gravity, but a new planet is approaching. Will the aliens be friendly?

- Jeff Brown's Flat Stanley stories have been delighting children around the world for more than 50 years
- Funny and heart-warming new illustrations by Rob Biddulph, with pages full of lovely details for readers to find

STANLEY IN SPACE
- Jeff Brown • Rob Biddulph
- March
- 9781405288095 / Pb
- £5.99
- 5yrs+ / 112pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World • English excluding US, Canada and the Philippines

STANLEY, FLAT AGAIN!
- Jeff Brown • Rob Biddulph
- March
- 9781405288071 / Pb
- £5.99
- 5yrs+ / 96pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World • English excluding US, Canada and the Philippines

Also available:

See Stocklist for more details

Our exciting modern classics series showcases the very best of recent children's storytelling.

A story of family, culture and faith set against the background of the Partition of India and Pakistan, from Whitbread award-winning author Jamila Gavin.

THE WHEEL OF SURYA
- Jamila Gavin • Alex T. Smith
- May
- 9781405291743 / Pb
- £6.99
- 9yrs+ / 320pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World excluding US and the Philippines

The original heartwarming and hilarious tale of these world-famous dogs, with illustrations from Alex T. Smith.

THE HUNDRED AND ONE DALMATIANS
- Dodie Smith • Alex T. Smith
- November
- 9781405288750 / Pb
- £6.99
- 7yrs+ / 288pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World excluding US, Canada and the Philippines

The spooky Carnegie Medal-winning tale of a boy and a troublesome 17th-century poltergeist.

THE GHOST OF THOMAS KEMPE
- Penelope Lively • March
- 9781405288743 / Pb
- £6.99
- 9yrs+ / 256pp / 198 x 129 mm
- Exclusive rights to UK and Commonwealth excluding Canada, export rights to ROW excluding US and Philippines

Award-winning fiction in translation, telling the story of a boy who escapes a concentration camp and sets out on a journey of danger, discovery and hope.

I AM DAVID
- Anne Holm • January
- 9781405288736 / Pb
- £6.99
- 9yrs+ / 208pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World • English excluding US and Philippines
Chaos ensues when a new pupil arrives at school. It’s bad luck for Boris that Ivan isn’t terribly nice!

- Former Children’s Laureate Anne Fine is one of our best-loved and classic children’s writers
- Full of fun and easy to read alone from 6+
- Bright and eye-catching covers, featuring Mark Beech’s hilarious illustrations

Chaos ensues when a new pupil arrives at school. It’s bad luck for Boris that Ivan isn’t terribly nice!

• Former Children’s Laureate Anne Fine is one of our best-loved and classic children’s writers
• Full of fun and easy to read alone from 6+
• Bright and eye-catching covers, featuring Mark Beech’s hilarious illustrations

Penny, Mark and Marigold could do with a guardian angel – lucky for them new girl Celeste is on hand to help.

THE ANGEL OF NITSHILL ROAD

• Anne Fine
• February
• 9781405288972 / Pb
• £6.99
• 7yrs+ / 128pp / 198 x 129 mm
• World • English excluding US and Philippines

Philip has an incredible imagination, and when he lets it run riot in school one day it really gets his classmates thinking.

ON PLANET FRUITCAKE

• Anne Fine
• February
• 9781405288965 / Pb
• £6.99
• 7yrs+ / 128pp / 198 x 129 mm
• World • English excluding US and Philippines

Gemma doesn’t believe a chicken could have written a book – or could it?

THE CHICKEN GAVE IT TO ME

• Anne Fine
• August
• 9781405289023 / Pb
• £6.99
• 7yrs+ / 112pp / 198 x 129 mm
• World • English excluding US and Philippines

Anneli can’t stand art. But then she finds a painting that draws her in to an extraordinary story.

ANNELI THE ART HATER

• Anne Fine
• August
• 9781405289030 / Pb
• £6.99
• 7yrs+ / 112pp / 198 x 129 mm
• World • English excluding US and Philippines

Joe’s ‘How to Write Neatly’ project is a disaster – but there’s a new project that Joe can do better than anyone else.

HOW TO WRITE REALLY BADLY

• Anne Fine
• June
• 9781405289009 / Pb
• £6.99
• 7yrs+ / 128pp / 198 x 129 mm
• World • English excluding US, Philippines, and Latin America (excluding Belize)

Lancelot’s lovely teacher is in trouble and Flossie the cow might just hold the key…

SAVING MISS MIRABELLE

• Anne Fine
• June
• 9781405289016 / Pb
• £6.99
• 7yrs+ / 112pp / 198 x 129 mm
• World • English excluding US and Philippines

Anneli can’t stand art. But then she finds a painting that draws her in to an extraordinary story.
READING LADDER IS A TRUSTED READING SERIES PROVIDING QUALITY STORIES FOR A WIDE RANGE OF READERS. IT FEATURES WELL-LOVED AUTHORS, CLASSIC CHARACTERS AND FAVOURITE TOPICS.

THREE WAGGY TALES
- Pippa Goodhart
- Sarah Jennings
- Maya
- 9781405236015 / Pb
- £3.99
- 4yrs+ / 48pp / 210 x 148 mm
- World / All languages

GUS THE FAMOUS FOOTBALL CAT
- Tony Farrow
- Alex Paterson
- Mia
- 9781405290944 / Pb
- £4.99
- 5yrs+ / 48pp / 210 x 148 mm
- World / All languages

MONSTER RHYMES
- Sheryl Webster
- September
- 9781405234633 / Pb
- £3.99
- 4yrs+ / 48pp / 210 x 148 mm
- World / All languages

TROUBLE WITH TROLLS
- Tony Bradman
- September
- 9781405236015 / Pb
- £4.99
- 5yrs+ / 48pp / 210 x 148 mm
- World / All languages

GORGEOUS NEW EDITIONS OF THESE MAGICAL STORIES FROM ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST LOVED AND BESTSELLING AUTHORS, WITH STUNNING COVERS BY MARK BEECH.

THE ADVENTURES OF THE WISHING-CHAIR
- Enid Blyton
- Cover by Mark Beech
- April
- 9781405290159 / Pb
- £6.99
- 6yrs+ / 192pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World / World English excluding US and its dependencies

When Mollie and Peter go to buy their mother a birthday present, they discover the most extraordinary thing: a chair that can fly and grant wishes! Short chapters and beautiful illustrations make the magic Wishing-Chair perfect bedtime reading for children aged five and upwards. A richly nostalgic offering for grandparents and parents to share with the next generation of Blyton fans.

In this book, Mollie and Peter escape a giant, rescue a pixie, and land on a disappearing island!

- Enid Blyton is one of the most successful brands in children’s writing, with real child and parent appeal
- Relaunched with stunning new covers
- Enticing stories containing all of the magic, fun and adventure that readers have come to expect from Blyton’s tales

THE WISHING CHAIR AGAIN
- Enid Blyton
- Cover by Mark Beech
- April
- 9781405230158 / Pb
- £6.99
- 6yrs+ / 192pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World / World English excluding US and its dependencies

Mollie and Peter are home for the holidays and they long to see their pixie friend Binky and their magic Wishing-Chair. Together they have wonderful adventures, but what happens when the Wishing-Chair is stolen and then gets its wings cut off by the naughty Slipperies?

‘TERRIFIC PAGE-TURNERS’
Michael Morpurgo, bestselling and award-winning author of War Horse
Mollie and Peter have more adventures on the magical Wishing-Chair. They’ll meet brownies, visit the Land of Wishes and even find gold at the end of the rainbow. But best of all will be helping Santa Claus deliver presents for Christmas!

**MORE WISHING CHAIR STORIES**

- Enid Blyton
- Cover by Mark Beech
- April
- 9781405259559 / Pb
- £6.99
- 6yrs+ / 112pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World
- World English excluding US and its dependencies

Whizz off on three magical adventures in one bumper illustrated book from the world’s best-loved children’s author, Enid Blyton.

**THE WISHING-CHAIR COLLECTION**

- Enid Blyton
- Cover by Mark Beech
- November
- 9781406308924 / Pb
- £5.99
- 5yrs+ / 112pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World
- World English excluding US and its dependencies

CLASSIC, FUN-FILLED FAMILY ADVENTURES FROM ONE OF THE WORLD’S BEST STORYTELLERS, ENID BLYTON!

Join the Caravan Family on a delightful adventure to stay with Uncle Ned on Buttercup Farm.

- The must-have Blyton holiday purchase for 2018! Full of summer fun, excitement and family adventure
- Brand new, child-friendly illustrations from acclaimed artist, Aleksei Bitskoff, throughout
- Enid Blyton has sold over 500 million copies worldwide!

**THE BUTTERCUP FARM FAMILY**

- Enid Blyton
- Aleksei Bitskoff
- June
- 9781405289528 / Pb
- £5.99
- 5yrs+ / 112pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World
- World English excluding US and its dependencies

This time, the Caravan family are going all the way to New York on the Queen Elizabeth!

**THE QUEEN ELIZABETH FAMILY**

- Enid Blyton
- Aleksei Bitskoff
- June
- 9781405289511 / Pb
- £5.99
- 5yrs+ / 112pp / 198 x 129 mm
- World
- World English excluding US and its dependencies

Also available in the series:

See Stocklist for more details
A RHYMING EASTER EGG-S-TRAVAGANZA FROM BESTSELLING AUTHORS ADAM AND CHARLOTTE GUILLAIN WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY RISING STAR, PIPPA CURNICK.

- When Chick hatches a cunning plan to get noticed for all of her hard work at Easter, an un-egg-pected accident results in the first ever egg hunt.
- This deliciously chocolatey tale taps into the growing popularity of egg hunts and the huge commercial opportunity around Easter.
- Choc full of Easter fun but with a brilliant message about teamwork that is perfect for reading all year round.

THE FIRST EGG HUNT

Adam & Charlotte Guillain • Pippa Curnick

February

9781405286282 / Pb

£6.99

3yrs+ / 32pp / 245 x 275 mm

World

All languages (sold: Greek)
FOLLOW LITTLE DOT DOWN THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD TO THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF OZ IN THIS NEW PICTURE BOOK ADAPTATION.

• Younger, pre-school Dorothy character opens this classic story up to a picture book audience
• Friendly, colourful artwork from incredible talent, Meg McLaren which reimagines the Oz characters perfectly for toddlers
• Child-friendly message about friendship, bravery, kindness and the importance of home

THE WIZARD OF OZ

• Frank L. Baum
• Adapted by Sam Hay & Meg McLaren
• September
• 9781405286299 / Pb
• £6.99
• 3yrs+ / 32pp / 245 x 275 mm
• World All Languages

A BRILLIANT NEW PICTURE BOOK DUO – RENOWNED CHILDREN’S AUTHOR, MICHAEL MORPURGO (WAR HORSE) TEAMS UP WITH BESTSELLING ILLUSTRATOR JIM FIELD (OI FROG).

• This heartfelt Christmas story is based on a special letter written by a grandpa to his granddaughter
• Gorgeous, glowing artwork and an important message about looking after our planet
• Jim Field has won and been nominated for several awards including the Roald Dahl Funny Prize, the Lollies Book Award and the Kate Greenaway Award
• Michael Morpurgo is the bestselling, critically acclaimed author of over 120 books for children and his books have been translated into over 20 languages

GRANDPA CHRISTMAS

• Michael Morpurgo
• Jim Field
• October
• 9781405284592 / Hb
• £8.99
• 3yrs+ / 32pp / 230 x 230 mm
• World All Languages
PICTURE BOOKS

THOSE CHEEKY GREMLINS ARE BACK FOR MORE LIFT-THE-FLAP FUN IN THIS FESTIVE EXTRAVAGANZA.

- Side-splittingly funny follow-up to Supermarket Gremlins and School Gremlins from bestselling husband and wife duo, Adam and Charlotte Guillain
- With tons of flaps to lift, funny rhyming text and even more gremlin bottoms to spot, this is the perfect interactive Christmas book

CHRISTMAS GREMLINS
- Adam & Charlotte Guillain
- Chris Chatterton
- October
- 9781405285063 / Novelty
- £7.99
- 3yrs+ / 18pp / 250 x 250 mm
- World / All languages

Also available in the series:

PICTURE BOOKS

THE FAIRYTALE HAIRDRESSER MEETS NARNIA IN THIS MAGICAL NEW PICTURE BOOK SERIES ABOUT A GIRL AND HER ENCHANTED DRESSING-UP WARDROBE!

- Comes with a wand and wings set, perfect for dressing up!
- With artwork from the illustrator of the hugely popular Dinosaur That Pooped series
- Combines fun, rhyming text with popular themes such as fairies, unicorns, magic and dressing-up

MOLLY’S MAGIC WARDROBE: SEARCH FOR THE FAIRY STAR
- Adam & Charlotte Guillain
- Garry Parsons
- April
- 9781405285254 / Pb + wand / wings
- £6.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 245 x 275 mm
- World / All languages

Praise for Supermarket Gremlins:
“THE FUNNIEST BOOK OF 2016!”
Little Likely Lads

See Stocklist for more details
A HILARIOUSLY FUNNY FAIRYTALE MEETS THE BOY WHO CRIED WOLF IN THIS NEW STORY.

- Become your very own knight in shining armour with the pop-out sword and shield!
- Debut picture book author Marc Starbuck has written a highly comical and surprising story that will make children laugh out loud
- This is a knight story unlike any other which will be adored by fans of the Princess Smartypants series or anyone who loves a fairytale with a twist

SIR BORIS AND THE TALL TALES PRINCESS
- Marc Starbuck
- Becka Moor
- August
- 9781405286404 / Pb + sword / shield
- £6.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 245 x 275 mm
- World / All languages

A WILD NEW PICTURE BOOK ABOUT A LITTLE GIRL WHO RUNS AWAY FROM HOME WITH A LOVABLE (BUT VERY NAUGHTY) TIGER!

- Sensitive handles the issues and emotions faced by children in care
- An important message for parents, teachers and carers about helping children to embrace and understand their emotions, rather than dismiss them
- Taps into the enduring popularity of stories about tigers, such as the bestselling The Tiger Who Came to Tea

TIGER LILY
- Gwen Millward
- April
- 9781405286824 / Pb
- £6.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 245 x 275 mm
- World / All languages (sold: Simplified Chinese, French)
ED IN A GOOD MOOD IS A VERY NICE ED. ED IN A BAD MOOD IS NOT. BUT CAN HE SWEEP HIS TROUBLES AWAY?

- From the author of The Night Box comes this wonderfully insightful story about a boy who tries to sweep his bad mood away
- Children can often be overwhelmed by their emotions and this is the perfect story to help them learn to recognise and deal with big feelings
- Júlia Sardà’s illustrations are full of engaging character and capture the blustery storm of Ed’s mood

SWEEP

Louise Greig  •  Júlia Sardà
August  •  9781405283779  /  Pb  •  £6.99
3yrs+  /  32pp  /  245 x 275 mm
World  •  All languages (sold: Simplified Chinese, French)

And then something did change.
A new wind whipped up.

STAR IN THE JAR

Sam Hay  •  Sarah Massini
January  •  9781405284301  /  Pb  •  £6.99
3yrs+  /  32pp  /  245 x 275 mm
World  •  All languages (sold: US French, English, German)

AN ENCHANTING BEDTIME STORY FOR TODDLERS, PERFECT FOR FANS OF OLIVER JEFFERS’ HOW TO CATCH A STAR.

- This warm-hearted bedtime story about the friendship between two siblings is told from the perspective of a big sister
- Shorter text is perfect for very young children and great for older siblings to read to their little brother or sister
- Sarah Massini’s gorgeous edition of The Velveteen Rabbit has sold over 10,000 copies since September 2016
AN ENCHANTING STORY ABOUT A LITTLE GIRL WHO CAN PAUSE TIME TO CARRY OUT ACTS OF KINDNESS AND BREATHE COLOUR, LIFE AND HAPPINESS BACK INTO THE CITY.

- A wonderful picture book about the importance of kindness, looking out for others and taking time to appreciate the world around you
- Louise Greig’s lyrical storytelling highlights the magic in everyday experiences and is accompanied by Ashling Lindsay’s gorgeous illustrations
- Louise Greig and Ashling Lindsay’s debut, The Night Box, enchanted readers all over the world
PICTURE BOOKS

A GORGEOUS GIFT BOOK SET OF JULIA DONALDSON’S BESTSELLING SPINDERELLA!

- Spinderella was a number 1 bestseller in the picture book chart and has sold over 130,000 copies
- Comes with a mini picture book and soft plush spider toy
- Combines fairytales, football and counting in one fantastically funny picture book

SPINDERELLA (BOOK AND PLUSH)

- Julia Donaldson
- Sebastien Braun
- October
- 9781405291569 / Novelty
- £12.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 200 x 160 mm
- World / All languages (sold: Simplified Chinese, Hebrew, Welsh)

HIGHLY COLLECTIBLE SERIES ABOUT AN ALL-STAR DINOSAUR FOOTBALL TEAM AND THEIR HILARIOUS ESCAPADES.

- Comes with an amazing 3D full-head dinosaur mask!
- Taps into popular themes – football, dinosaurs and magic all in one book!
- All about the value of individual talents and working together in a team
- Perfect for fans of Dinosaurs Love Underpants, The Dinosaur that Pooped series and Julia Donaldson’s Spinderella

DINOSAURS UNITED AND THE HOCUS POCUS PETS

- Sam Hay
- Daron Parton
- June
- 9781405279345 / Pb & dinosaur mask
- £6.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 245 x 275 mm
- World / All languages

Also available in the series:

See Stocklist for more details
THE EIGHTH EXCITING, RHYMING ADVENTURE IN THE AWARD-WINNING GEORGE’S AMAZING ADVENTURES SERIES.

- All of George’s adventures are available to collect with new, super bright pantone covers
- Over 144,000 copies of the series have been printed
- *Spaghetti with the Yeti* was nominated for nine awards including the Roald Dahl Funny Prize

JELLYBEANS FOR GIANTS

- Adam & Charlotte Guillain
- Lee Wildish
- Pbk
- 9781405285247 / Pb
- £6.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 245 x 275 mm
- World / All languages

Also available in the series:

See Stocklist for more details

NIGHT MONKEY, DAY MONKEY (MAGNET BOOK)

- Julia Donaldson
- Lucy Richards
- September
- 9781405288767 / Novelty
- £9.99
- 3yrs+ / 4 magnetic spreads, 10 magnets + mini 32pp book / 210 x 250 mm
- World / All languages

Also available:

See Stocklist for more details
THE FIRST NON-FICTION BOOK FROM AWARD WINNING PICTURE BOOK CREATOR, SOPHY HENN.

- Come paw to paw with a polar bear and eye to eye with a giant squid in this interactive book that invites children to compare bits of their bodies with lifesize artworks of different animals.
- Children can compare their ears with a kangaroo, their teeth with a tiger and their tongue with a giraffe.
- A gallery at the back will give fascinating facts and details about all the animals.
GRAB YOUR FOOTBALL BOOTS AND GET READY FOR THE 2018 WORLD CUP IN THIS INCREDIBLE JOURNEY AROUND THE GLOBE.

- An atlas with a twist: a beautiful gift but also a fun collection of unusual, football-based facts
- Perfect gift for football fans or anyone interested in our wonderfully diverse world
- Bold, humorous illustrations bring these fascinating facts to life

DELVE INTO THIS TREASURE TROVE TO DISCOVER A FASCINATING COLLECTION OF OCEAN CREATURES.

- Swim through colourful, coastal reefs to the deeper waters of the continental shelves before diving to the dark, mysterious depths of the oceans
- Comes with a limited-edition print
- Gorgeous companion to the stunning Insect Emporium

ATLAS OF FOOTBALL

- Clive Gifford
- Tracy Worrall
- May
- 9781405287265 / Pb
- £9.99
- 7yrs+ / 96pp / 300 x 245 mm
- World / All languages (sold: Spanish, Italian)

OCEAN EMPORIUM

- Susie Brooks
- Dawn Cooper
- June
- 9781405290975 / Pb
- £10.99
- 6yrs+ / 64pp / 300 x 245 mm
- World / All languages (sold: Simplified Chinese, US English)
GET READY TO MEET SOME FASCINATING ANIMALS AND FIND OUT ALL ABOUT THEIR WEIRD AND WONDERFUL HOMES.

- A beautiful and informative non-fiction picture book written by wildlife expert Chris Packham
- Allows readers to explore animal homes inside and out, from a woodpecker’s hollow in a tree and a porcupine’s burrow to a red ovenbird’s nest and a snail’s shell
- Discover More section gives extra facts about the animals that feature in the book

AMAZING ANIMAL HOMES
- Chris Packham
- Jason Cockcroft
- July
- 9781405284899 / Pb
- £6.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 275 x 245 mm
- World / All languages (sold: US English, Dutch)

Also available in the series:

- Amazing Animal Babies
- Amazing Animal Journeys

See Stocklist for more details

A WHISPER FROM GREY
- Louise Greig
- Lo Cole
- August
- 9781405290838 / Pb + die-cuts
- £7.99
- 3yrs+ / 32pp / 275 x 245 mm
- World / All languages

Also available by Lo Cole:

- Hide and Seek

See Stocklist for more details
A MAGICAL JOURNEY THROUGH A PAPER-CUT FOREST, CREATED BY RENOWNED ARTIST, HELEN MUSSELWHITE.

- Wander through the woods, where wildlife and plants are waiting to be discovered in this immersive and magical paper-cut world
- The first time Helen Musselwhite’s beautifully crafted paper-cut scenes have been available in 3D book form
- A beautiful work of art and a fantastic gift to treasure and share

A WALK THROUGH THE WOODS

- Miranda Smith • Helen Musselwhite
- October
- 9781405288637 / Novelty
- £12.99
- 5yrs+ / 12pp / 295 x 155 mm
- World • All languages (sold: French)

WHAT’S INSIDE?

- Miranda Smith • Kate McLelland
- October
- 9781405288637 / Novelty
- £12.99
- 5yrs+ / 12pp / 295 x 155 mm
- World • All languages (sold: French)

AN INFORMATIVE POP-UP BOOK FULL OF SURPRISES, PERFECT FOR ENGAGING BUDDING YOUNG NATURE LOVERS.

- Intricate scenes unfold with the turn of every page in this interactive pop-up book
- Explore the tunnels of a termite mound, the inside of a beaver lodge and a beehive on the roof of a skyscraper
- A beautiful gift book that combines captivating illustrations with compelling information

WHAT’S INSIDE?

- Miranda Smith • Kate McLelland
- October
- 9781405288637 / Novelty
- £12.99
- 5yrs+ / 12pp / 295 x 155 mm
- World • All languages (sold: French)

Also available in the series:

Praise for What’s Below?

‘A THOUGHTFUL FEAT OF PAPER ENGINEERING’
The Guardian

See Stocklist for more details
### ANNUALS

EGMONT IS THE UK’S NUMBER 1 ANNUALS PUBLISHER

EGMONT ARE THE NUMBER 1 ANNUALS PUBLISHER AND ARE PROUD TO PUBLISH A WIDE RANGE OF ANNUALS FROM EVERYONE’S FAVOURITE CHARACTERS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISNEY PRINCESS ANNUAL 2019</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>9781405291187 / Hb</td>
<td>£7.99</td>
<td>3yrs+</td>
<td>72pp</td>
<td>285 x 216 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR WARS ANNUAL 2019</td>
<td>August</td>
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All princesses out there will love these magical stories, activities, colouring pages, puzzles and games featuring favourite Disney Princesses.

The magical Disney Frozen annual includes fun stories and activities based on the hugely popular Frozen movie. It also features the Christmas-themed short film Olaf’s Frozen Adventure.

The ever popular superhero family are back in The Incredibles 2! The annual features key moments from The Incredibles with fantastic new stories and activities based on the brand new movie!
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The phenomenon that is Pokemon is back in the Pokemon Annual 2019! Packed with stories, fun facts, puzzles and games for all budding Trainers.

THE OFFICIAL POKEMON ANNUAL 2019
- August
- 9781405291170 / Hb
- £7.99
- 5yrs+ / 72pp / 285 x 216 mm

Take a look back at the last year in the world of Roblox, with contributions from the Roblox team, game developers and YouTube stars, as well as amazing activities to keep readers busy.

ROBLOX ANNUAL 2019
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- 9781405291163 / Hb
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The Official Minecraft Annual 2019 is a celebration of Minecraft’s Year of Building! Discover fun new build projects, construction tips, activities and features about the game’s latest updates.

THE OFFICIAL MINECRAFT ANNUAL 2019
- August
- 9781405292025 / Hb
- £7.99
- 9yrs+ / 72pp / 285 x 216 mm

Featuring Troll-tastic magical movie moments, activities, comic stories, Troll facts and games.

DREAMWORKS TROLLS ANNUAL 2019
- August
- 9781405291217 / Hb
- £7.99
- 5yrs+ / 72pp / 305 x 216 mm

Find fun facts, stories, activities, posters and more in this exciting Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom Annual.

JURASSIC WORLD: FALLEN KINGDOM ANNUAL 2019
- August
- 9781405291187 / Hb
- £7.99
- 5yrs+ / 72pp / 305 x 216 mm

The essential annual for every Thomas fan, packed full of mazes, puzzles, games and lots of colouring, plus posters from the new Thomas & Friends™ film!

THOMAS & FRIENDS™ ANNUAL 2019
- August
- 9781405291149 / Hb
- £7.99
- 3yrs+ / 72pp / 305 x 216 mm
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